Abstract. Government information resource is the foundation of e-government, and government information resource organization pattern is the key factor that affects sustainable development of e-government. At present, a lack of the systematic plan in government information resource organization exists universally. The primary reason is that systematization and formalization of research on government information resource organization pattern is insufficient and lacks support to organize and plan the government information resource. This article starts with the basic assumption of the government information hyper-cycle system consisting of e-government and its object system, depicts the dissipative structure of government information resource organization through introducing superior-rank operator and lower-rank operator in algebra system, and explores actively the self-organized, extensible and universal government information resource organization pattern based on hyper-cycle (PBHC) systematic plan.
INTRODUCTION
In the primary tendency of the global informationization, e-government becomes gradually the important means to improve the level of international public administrative management and to enhance national competitive power, and more and more nations and governments attach importance to the plan and construction of egovernment. A mass of practices indicated that the development of e-government has the remarkable self-organizing characteristics, which is an important composing part of the human society evolvement from the industry society to the information society. Therefore, to research government information resource organization pattern, and to form the self-organization mechanism to support the sustainable development of egovernment, has been already the urgent duty in the plan and construction of egovernment.
his article regards the government operations as many kinds of catalysis cycle effecting upon the reaction cycle of civil economy and society development, and assume that e-government and its object system form a government information hyper-cycle system [1] , and forms a kind of government information resource organization pattern by research on the dissipative structure of government information resource which is the basic conditions to form self-organized system, and based on constructing rank algebra system to prove the order and the sustainable development of this pattern structure.
RANK ALGEBRA
In order to study the order and the sustainable development of the government information resource organization, we firstly establish rank algebra (RA) and its elementary theory. RA is an algebra system that regards rank function satisfying some algebraic law as elementary operation.
Suppose F is a mapping set, in which each mapping f has non-negative integer n (to be called the rank of f). F n F is n mapping subset. F 0 is called constant set.
Definition
. 
DISSIPATIVE STRUCTURE OF GOVERNMENT INFORMATION RESOURCE ORGANIZATION
In this section, we firstly establish government information resource organization pattern based on hyper-cycle and research the dissipative structure evolvement rule of the government information resource organization.
Government Information Resource Organization Pattern Based on Hyper-cycle PBHC
Suppose that e-government and its object system compose government information hyper-cycle system [8] , A is the information resource set of government object system, and B is the information resource set of government activity, if government information resource set G A A A B A B B B satisfies the conditions, and the class -member of the higher-rank information class-member set and the class-member of the lower-rank information class-member set compose the new information class-member which has an equivalent rank with the class-member of the higher-rank information class-member set, then G is called government information resource organization pattern based on hyper-cycle which is denoted by PBHC for simply. { , ,..., } C A X X X denotes the information resource set of the social basic essential factors such as government organization, population, legal person organization, natural resources, environment, information and so on. { , ,..., } C A X X X denotes the information resource set of the essential factors of production and circulation such as product, production, currency, consumption, money and so on. { , ,..., } C A X X X denotes the information resource set of the essential factors of the value increment activity such as finance, science and technology, credit, promulgating, sanitation, amusement and so on. C and their mapping to the e-government object system depict the rank and the rule of the internal reaction cycle of the e-government object system organization. In other words, the social basic constitution, the activity of production and circulation, value increment activity and the mechanism of maintaining the society denote the rank and the evolution rule of the society from the lover-order state to the higher-order state. { , , , , , } be the e-government system. The rank (4 6) of the three information resource sets
Y Y depicts the rank of the egovernment system. Based on the general cybernetics, the e-government system can form a kind two-level control structure that has the source and the handling unconventionality mechanism. 
Evolution Rule of PBHC to Dissipative Structure
We prove that PBHC has four conditions to form and maintain dissipative structure 
CONCLUSIONS
This article regards government information resource set G as a partially ordered class-member set, and defines equivalent-rank class-members set and partial order on G , and further defines the catalysis mechanism that government activity acts on the reaction cycle of the object system as rank operator set acting on G ; Thus, while
